Template-promoted self-replication in dynamic combinatorial libraries made from a simple building block † B. Bartolec, M. Altay and S. Otto * We report dynamic combinatorial libraries made from a simple building block that is on the verge of enabling self-assembly driven self-replication. Adding a template provides a sufficient additional push yielding self-replication. Self-assembly and self-replication can emerge with building blocks that are considerably smaller than those reported thus far.
Dynamic combinatorial libraries (DCLs) 1 are attracting increasing attention as a powerful tool in the emerging field of systems chemistry. 1b,2 DCLs allow the discovery and development of systems that exploit non-covalent interactions. In a DCL the library members interconvert continuously by exchanging building blocks with each other, leading to an (equilibrium) pool of interchanging molecules. Non-covalent interactions tend to stabilize those library members that are most efficient at forming them, causing the library composition to shift in favour of these compounds. Such non-covalent interactions can occur within or between library members, giving rise to foldamers 3 or self-assembling systems, 4 respectively. Dynamic combinatorial self-assembly processes can give rise to self-replication, 5, 6 producing self-synthesizing materials 4b,7 in an autocatalytic fashion. Upon addition of a template DCLs may also produce molecules or nanoparticles that selectively bind to this template. Molecular recognition between the template and library species leads to the amplification of the library members which bind to the template. This effect may be utilized for the discovery of ligands for biomacromolecules, 8 surface-functionalised nanoparticles, 9 synthetic receptors 10 and even catalysts. 11 On rare occasions templates can also induce assembly processes and trigger the emergence of a self-replicator from a dynamic combinatorial library. 12 The criteria for the design of building blocks to generate DCLs that efficiently exploit non-covalent interactions are still relatively obscure, in particular when it comes to self-assembly and replication phenomena. Past work on self-assembly driven self-replication has mostly featured relatively elaborate peptide building blocks. 4b,6a,b,13 We now show that a building block containing only a single amino acid has already a tendency to produce a self-replicator and that this process can be promoted by addition of a template molecule.
The design of new building blocks for DCLs aimed at selfassembly involves a balancing act between two requirements: firstly, building blocks need to endow library members with the possibility to form attractive intermolecular interactions and secondly, building block and library members should be soluble and therefore have attractive interactions with the solvent. When targeting selfassembly in water the latter typically requires the presence of charged or ethylene oxide groups. We designed building block 1 (Scheme 1) as a structurally simple (minimal) building block that features a carboxylate for water solubility, two hydrophobic aromatic rings for hydrophobic interactions and an amide group as a potential hydrogen bonding site. It also contains two thiol groups which can be oxidized to form a DCL of macrocyclic disulfides when exposed to oxygen from the air. 14 At neutral to mildly basic pH residual thiolate mediates the disulfide exchange reaction that enables the equilibration of the different library members.
We set up a DCL made by dissolving 1 at a 3.0 mM concentration in aqueous borate buffer (50 mM, pH 8.5) and monitored the product distribution by UPLC-MS. A diverse set of oligomers is formed, ranging from cyclic trimer to cyclic 16 mer . This DCL is considerably more diverse than that formed from control compound 2 which is an analogue of 1 but lacking the phenylalanine residue (Fig. 1c ). The latter DCL consisted predominantly of cyclic trimer and tetramer. Inspection of TEM micrographs revealed ill-defined supramolecular aggregates in DCLs made from building block 1 (Fig. S1 , ESI †), while no aggregates were observed in DCLs made from building block 2. Thus, it appears that the introduction of a single phenylalanine residue in 1 is sufficient to allow for the formation of self-assembled structures. Such assembly may also explain the formation of larger macrocycles. 15 In the assemblies there is a high local concentration of material that enables the formation of relatively high molecular weight macrocycles through disulfide exchange. In DCLs of non-assembling library members, such as those made from 2, the formation of such large oligomers tends to be entropically disfavoured, hence only the smallest non-strained rings are formed (trimer and tetramer). § Note that in DCLs made from 1 at lower concentrations (Fig. 1b ) the larger macrocycles are less populated, suggesting that the assembled structures are at equilibrium with non-assembled structures in the concentration range that was probed. This observation, combined with the ill-defined nature of the aggregates (Fig. S1 , ESI †) suggests that the design of building block 1 is only just good enough to lead to self-assembled library members. As assembly most likely comes about through a trade-off between attractive interactions (hydrogen bonding and hydrophobically enhanced p-stacking interactions) and electrostatic repulsion between the carboxylate groups, we reasoned that it might be possible to promote assembly by adding a template that could shield charge repulsion. Thus, amines 3-5 were tested for their ability to direct self-assembly. The linear primary amines 3 and 5 induced a template effect, selectively promoting the formation of the cyclic hexamer, while virtually no effect was observed with secondary amine 4 (Fig. 2) .
We speculate that hydrogen bonding between primary amine groups of the template molecules and carboxylate groups present in library members causes the observed template effect, although we cannot exclude that the close proximity between the two amines in 4 or steric hindrance provided by the ethylene bridges would preclude efficient interaction with the fibres.
The extent to which the formation of 1 6 is autocatalytic was probed by seeding experiments. A small amount of 1 6 was added to a library composed of different oligomers, containing only a low amount of the suspected replicator. The rate of growth of 1 6 was monitored and clearly faster than the corresponding rate in the absence of seed, confirming that 1 6 is a self-replicator (Fig. 3) . This is in agreement with the sigmoidal growth curve of 1 6 in the absence of seed ( Fig. 2a ). Note that 1 6 is the only macrocycle to show such sigmoidal growth. The latter two observations suggest that 1 6 can also self-replicate in the absence of a template.
Self-replication of 1 6 is driven by self-assembly of this macrocycle into fibrous structures that were visualised by TEM (Fig. 4) . In a library prepared without template, isolated fibres were observed suggesting a simple one-dimensional self-assembly mode (Fig. 4a ).
In the presence of the amine templates 3 or 5 laterally associated fibres were observed (Fig. 4b and c ), suggesting that the templates, by partially compensating the negative charge of the fibres, reduce charge repulsion allowing fibres to assemble into larger aggregates. Fig. 3 Seeding experiment for assessing the ability of 1 6 to self-replicate. A library of building block 1 (10% volume) containing approximately 90% of hexamer (Fig. 2b, day 20) was added to an 80% oxidized DCL made from building block 1 (1.0 mM, stirred at 1200 rpm, room temperature).
Further confirmation that building block 1 yields DCLs that are on the border of allowing access to self-assembling molecules was obtained by experiments in which we mixed this building block with analogue 2. The resulting DCL consisted of small trimeric and tetrameric macrocycles of mixed composition, irrespective of the addition of template (Fig. S3 , ESI †), suggesting that no significant self-assembly takes place in these mixed DCLs.
In conclusion, we have identified a minimal building block design which can produce DCLs with just enough potential for intermolecular non-covalent interactions to facilitate selfassembly. Unassisted by templates this building block produces a diverse mixture of macrocycles. In the presence of suitable primary amine templates a self-replicating cyclic hexamer is formed selectively, driven by assembly into fibres. These results show that self-replication can occur with surprisingly simple building blocks, much less complex than the relatively long peptides used in most studies thus far, 4b,6a,b,13,16 showing the generality and potential of self-assembly driven self-replication.
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References ‡ Peak areas can be taken to represent concentrations (expressed in units of building blocks) as control experiments showed that the total peak area observed for DCLs with substantially different compositions is approximately constant, indicating that the building block unit has a molar absorptivity that is essentially independent of the size of the macrocycle in which it resides.
§ We cannot exclude that also non-covalent interactions within the macrocycles lead to the stabilization of larger rings. The fact that UPLC peak area does not fall off gradually with increasing ring size suggests that specific ring sizes may benefit from such intramolecular stabilisation.
